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Today, the Wireline Competition Bureau (Bureau) announces reasonable comparability voice and
broadband benchmarks and confirms minimum usage allowance requirements for Alaska Plan rate-ofreturn carriers and Alaska Communications Systems (ACS).
In the Alaska Plan Order and the ACS Order, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC or
Commission) determined that Alaska Plan rate-of-return carriers and ACS are subject to the same
obligations as all other recipients of high-cost universal service support, i.e., to provide voice and
broadband service meeting minimum latency and usage requirements at reasonably comparable rates.1
However, because of the higher costs of building infrastructure in Alaska, the Commission directed the
Bureau to determine an Alaska-specific reasonable comparability benchmark for service.2
Voice Rates. Alaska Plan carriers are required to offer voice service to all served locations. In
the Alaska Plan Order, the Commission stated that for voice service, Alaska Plan carriers are required to
certify annually that their rates are in compliance with the existing reasonable comparability benchmark.3
ACS is subject to the same requirement.4 All Alaska Plan carriers certified compliance with the voice
benchmark in 2016, so we determine there is no reason for a different reasonable comparability
benchmark for voice. Accordingly, the reasonable comparability voice benchmark for these carriers for
2017 is $49.51.5 All Alaska Plan rate-of-return carriers and ACS must certify in the FCC Form 481 filed
no later than July 1, 2017 that the price of their basic residential voice service is not above $49.51.
Broadband Rates. To meet the reasonable comparability benchmark for broadband, Alaska Plan
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carriers and ACS may certify compliance with reasonable comparability benchmarks or certify that they
offer the same or lower rates in rural areas as in urban areas.6 Recognizing the unique challenges and
circumstances Alaskan carriers face serving their customers, the Commission directed the Bureau to
establish an Alaska-specific reasonable comparability benchmark for broadband. The Commission stated
that the Bureau could use “data from its urban rate survey or other sources, as appropriate” in establishing
the benchmark.7
To calculate the broadband reasonable comparability benchmark, we use the same formula as in
the 2017 Urban Rate Survey – Fixed Broadband Service Analysis with one change to account for the
unique challenges of serving Alaska.8 The methodology adopted for the reasonable comparability
benchmark is the “estimated average monthly rate plus twice the standard deviation of rates for terrestrial
fixed broadband service plans with download speeds of 10 Mbps or greater, upload speeds of 1 Mbps or
greater, and usage allowance of 100 GB or greater.”9 The estimate of the standard deviation of rates for
service plans meeting the reasonable comparability benchmark criteria is the root weighted mean squared
residual (RWMSR). RWMSR is the square root of the weighted average of the square of residuals
(observed rate minus average rate as defined by the Average Monthly Rate equation) plus the square of
the spreads divided by 12.
For Alaska, we modify the formula to use four standard deviations rather than two — that is four
times RWMSR rather than two times RWMSR. Four standard deviations, which increases the price
benchmarks, accounts for the unique geographical and infrastructure challenges carriers face in bringing
broadband service to Alaskan consumers, in particular high middle-mile costs even for fiber facilities.10
To the extent that a carrier cannot certify in its FCC Form 481 to meeting the benchmark, it will provide
an explanation.
The Bureau will monitor middle-mile costs and availability in Alaska and annually evaluate
whether four rather than two standard deviations remains justified or whether circumstances necessitate
an alternative approach. Benchmarks for some common service offerings are below and can also be
calculated using the spreadsheet on our website at https://www.fcc.gov/general/urban-rate-survey-dataresources and the online tool.11
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Only locations being served by fiber middle-mile or hybrid fiber/microwave middle-mile are
subject to the reasonable comparability benchmark. For locations Alaska Plan carriers are serving with
satellite and microwave middle-mile facilities, carriers are not required to meet the broadband reasonable
comparability benchmark. Alaska Plan carriers should offer service at these locations at or below the
prices to which they committed to in this proceeding.12
Alaskan carriers receiving Alternative Connect America Cost Model (A-CAM) support must
meet the same pricing benchmarks as all other A-CAM carriers. The Commission explicitly permitted
only Alaska Plan carriers and ACS to meet an Alaska-specific benchmark.
Minimum Usage Allowance. Participants in the Alaska Plan are required to provide a usage
allowance that evolves over time to remain reasonably comparable to usage by subscribers in urban areas,
similar to the approach adopted for price cap carriers and other rate-of-return carriers.13 When approving
carriers’ plan in December 2016, the required minimum data usage allowance was 150 GB.14
Accordingly, the Bureau listed 150 GB on the approved plans for locations served with fiber or hybrid
microwave/fiber.15
We clarify, consistent with the Commission’s Alaska Plan Order, that the 150 GB was the
starting point and the usage allowance for Alaska Plan carriers will evolve over time. Specifically, the
Commission stated that Alaska Plan “carriers will be required to certify that they offer a minimum usage
allowance of 150 GB per month, or a usage allowance that reflects the average usage of a majority of
consumers, using Measuring Broadband America data or a similar data source, whichever is higher.”16
As stated in the Commission’s recent Public Notice, we confirm the minimum monthly usage
allowance is 160 GBs for Alaska Plan carriers.17 For locations Alaska Plan carriers are serving with
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satellite and microwave middle-mile facilities, carriers are not required to meet the 160 GB minimum
usage allowance requirement. Rather, their minimum usage allowance requirement remains at what is
listed in Appendix B of the Authorization Public Notice.18
ACS is subject to the same minimum usage allowance requirement, although alternatively, ACS
may “offer a usage allowance consistent with the usage level of 80 percent of its own broadband
subscribers, including those subscribers that live outside of Phase II-funded areas.”19 Given that ACS
does not offer plans with usage limits, we do not expect ACS to have problems meeting this
requirement.20
For further information, please contact Suzanne Yelen, Industry Analysis and Technology
Division, Wireline Competition Bureau, at (202) 418-7400 or (202) 418-0484 (TTY), or
suzanne.yelen@fcc.gov.
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